
GET ONE STEP CLOSER !

A white paper from Azoya and CBBC

This white paper looks at the key 
opportunities and challenges that 
retailers need to be aware of before 
entering China’s dynamic online retail 
market. It also includes a useful 
checklist that pinpoints the 
practicalities involved in establishing a 
successful cross-border sales channel. 



FOREWORD

The China-Britain Business Council is delighted to introduce this new guide to cross-border 
e-commerce in China, which has been produced in partnership with Azoya Group.

The UK has a thriving and globally recognised retail industry, and the UK is also well-known as a 
global innovator in e-commerce. UK retail accounts for 11% of global internet retail sales and the 
UK has the highest spend per head for e-commerce of any country. The UK is a world renowned 
fashion centre, and international hub for creative design across many consumer products, while 
we export everything from cars, fashion, cosmetics, and health foods, through to pushchairs, 
prams and infant formula.

The rise of China’s middle-class, and a revolution in the adoption of smartphone technology in 
China, means that there has never been a better time for British retailers to use digital channels to 
engage Chinese consumers. Social media platforms such as WeChat and Weibo, and popular 
e-commerce platforms such as TMall and JD.com, o�er a convenient channel to reach China’s 
new consumers. While younger Chinese shoppers are thirsty for new products and unique 
shopping experiences, consumers in cities outside the major centres also represent high-growth 
markets for British brands to target. British retailers that make the e�ort to understand these new 
demographic groups and leverage cross-border channels available to them will stand the best 
chance of building lasting brand loyalty.

We have come together with Azoya Group to publish this short white paper on cross-border 
e-commerce. This white paper is designed to highlight some of the key advantages of 
cross-border e-commerce over alternative channels, and to provide practical tips to retailers in 
di�erent sectors considering how to sell online to Chinese consumers.

CBBC helps British and Chinese businesses and organisations work together in China, the UK and 
third markets around the world. With 60 years of experience, experts in 11 UK o�ces and 15 
Chinese locations, and a diverse 1,000-strong membership, we operate alongside the British 
Chamber of Commerce in China to support companies of all sizes and sectors, from 
multinationals to SMEs. The wealth of practical support and guidance we o�er British companies 
is only an email or telephone call away, be it to the UK or to any of our o�ces across China.

We hope this white paper can help your business to take a step forward in achieving your goals 
in China.

Jack Porteous & Demi Ping
Assistant Directors for Retail

China-Britain Business Council



INTRODUCTION
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Beauty and Cosmetics

Apparel

Mom & Baby

Personal Care

Health & Nutrition

Chinese consumers’ increasing appetite for overseas products 
has provided international retailers with a wealth of opportunities. 
Products “from the UK” are among the most popular items that 
Chinese shoppers want to buy. Young people, in particular, are 
passionate about learning about new brands that best 
describe their unique tastes and lifestyle. 

According to a 2016 McKinsey report on Chinese consumers, 
China has the largest middle-class population in the world 
and over 225 million wealthy citizens are using their increased 
disposable income for overseas premium products. The 122 
million Chinese outbound tourists often buy overseas 
products while on holiday, with an average spend of £700. Led 
by �rst-tier cities such as Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen and 
Guangzhou, Chinese consumers from second and third tier 
cities are also increasingly engaged in exploring the world 
beyond China for new and exotic treats.

Cross-border e-commerce is facilitating this international 
shopping boom. Chinese shoppers no longer need to leave 
their home in order to purchase foreign products, and by 
selling online UK retailers can avoid the complicated registra-
tion processes involved with exporting to China via general 
import or setting up a bricks and mortar store.

In this white paper, we attempt to answer the key questions 
about what retailers should do, and how to do it, in order for 
them to launch a successful online B2C business in China. 



COMPARISON BETWEEN THE TWO IMPORT MODELS

General Trade Cross-border E-commerce
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Tax & Duty

(Bonded Import) (Postal)

Taxation

Product registration

Advantages

Limitations

WTO1 import duties (≈5-30%)
VAT 13% – 17 % + consumer tax

Imported products should 
obtain relevant registration

Products should obtain 
registration and import permit

Products do not require
registration

11.9% for food, apparel, 
accessories, non-luxury 
cosmetics, perfumes, and 
personal care products
26.3% for luxury cosmetics, 
perfumes and skincare 
products

15% for food
30% for most categories
60% for cosmetics or 
luxury products

100% taxed 100% taxed Inspected randomly

Import registration, duty, taxation, 
and layers of distribution network 
could result in higher prices

Relatively high upfront investment
Customers have annual quota
Potentially being a�ected by the 
new policy*

Products can only be sold online
Longer shipment time
Unfriendly user experience 
when tax incurred

Faster clearance and delivery to 
the customers

Low logistics cost (bonded 
warehouse)

Direct to customers

Low logistics cost for small 
volume

Small upfront investment

1World Trade Organisation

Cross-border e-commerce, in the broad sense, means selling to customers via online channels across national borders. In China, the term is used to 
describe the activity of selling products to Chinese consumers via online stores, and shipping products via international couriers. The products do not 
enter China before an order is submitted and they are imported individually rather than in bulk. Warehouses are usually located in the retailer’s own 
country, Hong Kong, or in China’s free-trade-zones.

*The Chinese government announced a new policy in May 2016 which only allowed goods on the ‘positive list’ to be imported to China via
e-commerce; and requiring certain permits before entering the Chinese customs. However, the policy has been postponed three times already and
it’s uncertain whether it will ever be implemented.

WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE 
BETWEEN CROSS-BORDER 
AND GENERAL TRADE?

Cost is relatively small for large bulk

Countries who have signed a 
free-trade agreement with the Chinese 
government can bene�t from reduced 
import duty (e.g. Australia)

Products can be sold o�ine in China



PROS AND CONS OF MARKETPLACES
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Pros Cons

Before the cross-border e-commerce boom, retailers wishing to expand their business to China often faced a long registration process and consider-
able �nancial investment in order to export products to China, plus they would need to set up a localised supply chain and retail operation. 
Cross-border e-commerce allows retailers to sell using their domestic stock and bene�t from an easier set-up process.

For example, when importing �rst-time non-special use2 cosmetics to China, retailers need to apply for permits for general import. These include 
completing a complicated registration process for every SKU in order for it to pass the relevant CFDA3 testing and examinations, which can take over 
six months. With cross-border e-commerce, current government policies exempt �ling and import permits, thus simplifying the set-up process. 
Consumers, however, will be purchasing from overseas retailers at their own risk. 

New players entering the China market are often unsure whether to sell through the major marketplaces or via their own Chinese language website. 
The following section will help give retailers a clearer understanding of the di�erences between the two.

According to a report by McKinsey, 90% of Chinese e-commerce sales take place through e-marketplaces. Top marketplaces in China include Tmall 
and JD.com. Tmall is a marketplace of Alibaba, which also owns Taobao, the largest C2C marketplace in China, and Tmall Global, a B2C marketplace for 
cross-border players. Tmall Global’s customers currently represent less than 10% of the total customers of Tmall. JD.com is a competitive rival of Tmall, 
which owns JD Worldwide, a subsidiary brand of JD.com that focuses on cross-border e-commerce. These two marketplaces accept all product 
categories. However, expensive commercial terms and costly marketing spend could undercut retailers’ pro�tability. 

There are also vertical marketplaces in China focusing on categories such as beauty, fashion, and mother & baby products. For example, the 
Xiaohongshu.com  is a niche marketplace in China that has accumulated 40 million users, which can also be a useful channel for retailers and brands 
to increase their brand awarenesses.

It can be costly to set up cross-border business and logistics 
operations

Many competitors �ghting for limited resources

Investment required for marketing and customer tra�c 
acquisition can be huge

Authentic and authorised sellers face competition from 
counterfeit sellers

Restricts ability for a brand or retailer to assert its individuality 

Biased tra�c treatment due to global service being smaller 
than domestic service

Di�culties in building omni-channel and customer loyalty

Existing and strong brand in�uence in major cities in China

Simple setup process

Mature tra�c acquisition and B2B tra�c procurement 
from own eco systems. Stable supply of in-platform tra�c 
which is shared, allocated or sold to merchants

Powered by mature back-end operating dashboard

Well established rules for everybody

Focus is on sales, rather than brand building

HOW TO SET UP YOUR CROSS-BORDER SALES CHANNELS

2Non-special use cosmetic products: The CFDA de�nes cosmetic chemicals with one or more of the following purposes as special use cosmetic products: hair growth, dyeing, perm, depilation, 
chest englargement, improvement of complexion, deodorant, protection from the sun. These products have higher risk to personal care health and manufacturers are required to register for a 
permit before market entry. Non-special use cosmetic products are products with purpose other than those de�ned as 'special use cosmetic products'.
3China Food and Drug Administration
4China Entry-Exit Inspection and Quarantine Bureau

GENERAL IMPORT

CROSS-BORDER E-COMMERCE

Product registration

Customers order online E-commerce / Postal Clearance

Import permit General Import Filing/
Clearance/CIQ4 Distribution/ Retailing Consumers

Consumers



Pros Cons

Direct retail brand exposure to Chinese consumers

Easy to manage merchandising and operations 

Flexible cost and investment structure

Omni-channel enabler

Ability to accept preferred payment options 

Suitable for long-term growth, for both sales and brand 
awareness

Easy to set up: clear regulations exist for retailers to follow     

Professional third party required to set up sophisticated and 
localised platform

A good local partner with performance based capabilities is 
required

Advanced supply chain and international logistics 
capability are required

Marketing on marketplaces Marketing on own website
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Marketplaces summary:

MARKETING ON MARKETPLACES V.S. MARKETING ON OWN PLATFORM

Suitable for brand owners and manufacturers with a high margin and 
control over their supply chain and distribution channels.

Less suitable for retailers, as their own identity is likely to “disappear” 
under the many marketplace brands. They also face direct competition 
from brand owners.

With regards to marketing, retailers should be aware that there are major di�erences between marketing on marketplaces and marketing on an 
independent online retail website. The following table outlines these key di�erences and lists the opportunities available on each.

While marketplaces are still a popular choice for overseas retailers entering the China market, a growing number of retailers are seeking ways to 
retain more customers and generate more sales channels by setting up their own e-commerce platforms.

Use campaign manager services available in back-end system 
to acquire customer tra�c

Use in-marketplace SEO and SEA

Leverage content distribution network within marketplace eco 
system to capture random customer tra�c and convert to 
buyers

Optimise store layout to improve conversion rate

Connect to a�liate programs to acquire targeted customer tra�c

Set up platform based SEO and SEA on multiple search engines

Establish own social media existence 

Leverage social media platforms and KOLs (Key Opinion Leader) 
to extend reach of marketing campaigns with reasonable costs

Cooperate with third party payment solution providers (Alipay, 
UnionPay,etc) to acquire customer tra�c

Leverage existing customer base to create loyalty

Generally speaking, own e-commerce platforms are more suitable for retailers as customers prefer to shop on online stores which have a wide 
range of SKUs and competitive prices.



ACCOMMODATE YOUR 
MOBILE CUSTOMERS

 “6 out of 10 Chinese Internet users pay by phone” (China Internet Watch)

China has the world’s largest mobile e-commerce market, with transaction volume worth over ￡500 billion in 2016 (Statista4). Chinese citizens have 
built their lives around their smartphone and HTML5 based applications – communicating and socialising on WeChat, ride-sharing via Didi, 
networking with Weibo, and shopping via a variety of mobile apps and websites. M-commerce now constitutes more than 70.7% of Chinese retail 
e-commerce sales in China.5

The m-commerce domination in China has drastically changed the way retailers acquire new customers via digital channels. Social media is now 
increasingly becoming an important source for customer acquisition. It is important that retailers have an optimised mobile webstore, to make sure 
customers have a consistent experience when arriving via mobile channels. It will help to integrate an online store into popular social media 
platforms. For example, WeChat.  

MOBILE SHOPPING IS EVERYTHING!
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Source: iResearch

UnionPay & Other

*TenPay includes WeChat Pay and QQ Wallet

MARKET SHARE OF MOBILE PAYMENT IN CHINA2013 - 2017 TRANSACTION VOLUME OF MOBILE PAYMENT
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4https://www.statista.com/statistics/302128/china-mobile-E-commerce-market-volume/
5China E-commerce Report 2016 by Ministry of Commerce of China

Alipay  TenPay 

Mobile payment transactions in China in 2016 are estimated to stand at £4.3 trillion, three times that in the United States. According to eMarketer, 
mobile payment penetration rate among Chinese Internet users has reached 64.7%. In other words, 6 of 10 Chinese Internet users have experienced 
paying by mobile. Mobile payment is increasingly accepted o�ine too, making it even more valuable to international retailers. It was recorded that 
on 12 December 2016 (also known as the 12.12 shopping festival) alone, more than 300,000 Chinese tourists made a purchase in an overseas store 
using Chinese mobile payment methods, a signi�cant increase on the previous year.

The mobile version of the store will also need to support various mobile payment options, since customers within di�erent online shopping 
scenarios tend to use di�erent payment methods.



CURRENT MOBILE PAYMENT METHODS IN CHINA

Why mobile payment is a “must have” when entering the Chinese market
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Three major mobile payment methods in China account for more than 90% of the total mobile payment market: Alipay, WeChat Pay (also known 
as Tenpay) and Union Pay. The market share breakdown is shown in Chart 2 – Alipay leads the market with 53.7%, while WeChat follows with 
39.51%, and Union Pay and other methods occupy a mere 6.79%. Retailers can leverage the social function of these payment methods to retain 
users after they make a purchase. In the case of WeChat Pay, it is best for retailers to bind their payment certi�cate to their own WeChat account, 
allowing them to encourage users to follow their social media accounts after the payment is completed.

*An example of cooperation between UK retailer Feelunique and Alipay to provide a voucher to entice consumers

Consumers favour this new form of payment; it is fast, convenient and secure.

Mobile payment methods are cost e�ective for retailers. The rate is much lower than that of the banks.

Retailers can also encourage customers to follow their social media accounts post-purchase. 

Retailers can work with payment solution providers to provide discounts, coupons and special deals to drive transactions 
(e.g. Alipay Day Campaign).

3rd party mobile payment allows retailers to send out E-coupons which can be shared by the customers.



DIRECT SHIPMENT

BONDED IMPORT

WHAT TO CONSIDER 
WHEN SHIPPING 
PRODUCTS TO CHINA

There are two options:

UPU Postal Parcel

UPU refers to Universal Postal Union. Under the UPU framework, the China EMS works with local postal services to provide international parcel 
delivery services to customers. These postal services are connected to the Chinese postal service (EMS) which takes care of the last mile 
delivery. The Chinese customs authorities spot check UPU parcels. Currently, they check around 5%. Parcels that are examined will incur postal 
tax, which will need to be paid by the customer. If this happens, then retailers tend to compensate customers by giving them a voucher for 
their next purchase.

B2C Direct Shipping

B2C Direct Shipping is a formal import e-commerce model. It requires three records (payment, order and delivery) of each purchase to be 
submitted to the Chinese Customs authorities, before the parcels arrive at customs.
Normally, customs clearance is taken care of by the chosen logistics company or by the service provider. Retailers selling to China do not 
usually have to be directly responsible for this process.

         Free trade zone warehouse
         Real-time automated clearance
         Suitable for manufacturers and e-commerce companies that specialised in popular products
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Bonded import, or free-trade-zone import, is an o�cial e-commerce import route. The �rst free trade zone (FTZ) opened in Shanghai in 2013, 
with a further 4 opening soon after and an additional 7 opening over the course of 2017, taking the total to 126. This  adopts the ‘stock �rst, 
order later’ model, whereby large quantities of foreign goods are stored in special customs supervision areas or bonded customs supervision 
areas within the Chinese territory.

6https://www.reuters.com/article/china-trade-ftz/update-1-china-approves-7-new-free-trade-zones-in-bid-to-open-economy-

1) Direct Shipment: Place your warehousing and ful�llment outside China, ful�ll each order independently and deliver by international courier
2) Free Trade Zone (FTZ) in China: Stock in bonded warehouses and deliver to the customer directly from there

Cross-border logistics routes can be a�ected by various factors including product categories, taxation level, value, features etc. Here is some general guidance 
for retailers designing their cross-border logistics route to China. 

Main features of bonded warehouse are:

Retailers and manufacturers wanting to sell to China tend to choose between these two methods, while some use a combination of the two. 



Advantages of Direct Shipment Disadvantages of Direct Shipment

 Lower upfront costs and less 
capital occupation.

Variety: Wider range of products available for consumers.

Simplicity:
process basically do not change.  

Trustworthy: Chinese consumers prefer products sent 
from abroad for authenticity assurance.

Slow: 
experience.

Long-term costs: High logistics expenses in the long run.

Tax: High tax rate for direct shipping.

Advantages of Free Trade Zones Disadvantages of Free Trade Zones 

Speed: Short delivery time. 

Easy access: Fast customs clearance.

Bestsellers: Suitable for “hot items” or items with heavy 
weight and low value.

Regulations: Duty free zone regulations in China change 
very frequently. 

Expensive: High upfront cost. 

Volume: Demands high turnover rate, which increases 
stock risk.
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High Value & High Tax Rate

B2B2C

COSMETICS GROCERIES

Low Value & Low Tax Rate

B2C
DIRECT 
SHIPPING

HONG KONG 
WAREHOUSE FREE TRADE ZONE

Direct shipping from 
local warehouse
Products are shipped 
from retailers’ local 
warehouses

Shipment from Hong 
Kong warehouse or 
bonded warehouse
Products stocked in 
warehouses close to the 
Chinese customers

E-commerce Customs 
Clearance
Customs collect 
consolidated tax for all 
products

Last mile delivery
Customers receive parcels 
from local couriers

International shipping
National postal service is 
the courier in this case

Customs Clearance
Parcels arrive at Chinese 
customs and inspected 
randomly

Last mile delivery by 
China EMS 
Customers pay tax if their 
parcels are inspected by 
customs



CHECKLIST

Are you ready to expand to China? Here is a handy checklist that should help you to consider all necessary factors.

PRODUCT

Do you already know which product category you will focus 
on? Questions to ask yourself include:

              

PRICE
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E-COMMERCE
ORDERS & FULFILLMENT

Having a high-performing online shop in the UK is a good basis for 
expansion to China. Thinking of “saving” the business by expanding 
to China is not a good idea.

   

Do I have enough margin to cover the cross-border 
e-commerce expenses?

What is my domestic margin and how is that a�ected 
when selling to China?

Do I have the necessary IT capability in-house?

Am I capable of adapting my store into a mobile 
website / app?

Before launching in China, it is important to research the popularity 
of the products you wish to sell. Selling less popular categories or 
very niche products can be risky. Also, launching an unknown 
brand in China can be expensive in terms of marketing activities 
and with no guarantee of success. It is advisable to start with your 
top selling items to acquire customer tra�c, gradually adding less 
well-known or less popular product ranges as your store gains 
momentum.

Ful�llment for customers in China can be tricky as orders often 
come in ‘peaks’ following popular campaigns. From receiving an 
order to dispatching the parcel to the logistics company should 
take no more than 2-3 days. Therefore, your processes should be 
very e�cient, even in peak times. Stocking and replenishment are 
also critical issues as best sellers and items which are being 
promoted on campaigns must always be in stock.

Does the category of products I sell have good potential in 
China or are they already well-known?

Am I selling well-known products, or an own brand that is 
relatively new to market? If selling a new to market brand, 
decide how much marketing budget you can allocate for 
selling in China.

Am I �exible enough to develop my range with products 
and brands which are suitable for China?

Do I have an existing bricks and mortar store in the UK 
which gets Chinese tourist tra�c? If yes, what are the 
possibilities of converting these o�ine buyers to online 
buyers once back in China?

Is the primary focus short-term sales or longer-term brand 
building?

Is the price of my product on the Chinese market competi-
tive enough? It makes sense to benchmark against 
competitors.

Have I got a clear pricing strategy in place? If I have a UK and 
a Chinese website, Chinese customers will probably 
compare the prices and may be disappointed if the prices 
on the Chinese site are vastly di�erent. A small price uplift is 
acceptable though.

What added value can I o�er Chinese customers? Why 
should Chinese customers buy from my website?

Am I o�ering preferred payment methods that make it easy 
for Chinese consumers to order?

Am I able to source enough products if there is a sudden 
rise in interest e.g. during a special marketing campaign?

How many parcels can I pack per day?

How �exible is my ful�llment regarding the packaging 
process? Packages to China may need extra packing 
material for international transport.

Is my warehouse big enough to stock more products? Or 
is there any possibility to enlarge the warehouse?

How long does it take to replenish stock of a product 
which is sold out? Do I have enough stock for popular 
items?

Chinese customers are price sensitive and they never tire of looking 
for the best o�er.



LEGAL

HOW TO ENTER

MARKETING

             Do I need to register products with Chinese customs?

             Am I authorised to sell third party brands in China? 

             Are the prices aligned with the brands' global retail prices?

CONCLUSION
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Selling products from the UK to China has never been easier. With 
cross-border e-commerce it is now possible to reach Chinese 
consumers who are looking for high-quality products from abroad 
that have not previously been available to them. 

However, the market is very di�erent from e-commerce markets in the 
West and as such retailers should prepare before entry into the world's 
largest e-commerce market. This paper o�ers an initial, practical guide 
to what to consider when making these preparations. This list of 
considerations is not exhaustive, but we believe it should provide a 
strong base from which to build.

What is my maximum marketing budget?

Who is my target market? 

Do I want to o�er free shipping? How many free shipping 
campaigns can I do per year? 

Do I need to establish a social media presence? If yes, 
which platforms should I focus on?

Where I can �nd my customers and how can I retain them?

Does the business have the resource to o�er pre- and 
post-sale customer service in Mandarin Chinese?

Marketplace or own shop? 

Do I want to build China know-how in-house, or 
should I outsource this to a local (Chinese) service 
provider? 

Is the server for my website based in China? Servers 
outside of China can show poor performance, leading 
to failed purchases and a bad customer experience.

The checklist on pages 9-10 provides a list of questions that you will 
need to be able to answer in order to exploit the Chinese cross-border 
e-commerce opportunity. When answered, this can form the basis of 
your initial thinking as you further explore the market and its possibili-
ties. To maximise this, we also recommend that you �nd yourself a 
local partner who not only understands the Chinese e-commerce 
market and its consumers, but who also is in a position to react quickly 
to any changes in trends and consumer behaviour that may impact 
your business. We believe that this gives UK retailers and brands the 
best base from which to build a sustainable cross-border e-commerce 
business with China.



About CBBC

Azoya is a leading turnkey e-commerce solutions provider, which endeavours to help overseas 
retailers break into China via cross-border e-commerce. The company prides itself as having 
signed exclusive agreements with the largest number of overseas retailers in China. With its 
all-encompassing services and dedicated specialist team, the company has earned trust from 
more than 35 overseas retailers in 11 countries, such as Feeluqniue, the largest online premium
beauty retailer in Europe; and La Redoute, the largest online retailer of women's apparel in France. 

For more details, visit http://www.azoyagroup.com/

The China-Britain Business Council (CBBC) helps British and Chinese businesses and organisations 
work together in China, the UK and third markets around the world. With 60 years of experience, 
experts in 11 UK o�ces and 15 Chinese locations, and a diverse 1,000-strong membership, we 
operate alongside the British Chamber of Commerce in China to support companies of all sizes and 
sectors from multinationals to SMEs.
 
As the partner of choice for British companies working with China, CBBC delivers a range of events, 
tailored research and consultative services. We cooperate closely with the Department for 
International Trade, The Foreign & Commonwealth O�ce to highlight export opportunities for UK 
companies and investment opportunities for Chinese organisations.
Website: www.cbbc.org

About Azoya


